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3M™ Virtua™ Sport Protective Eyewear 11743-00000-20 I/O Gray 

HC Lens, Gray Temple 20 EA/Case 

3M ID 70071540978, 3M Product Number 11743-00000-20, UPC 10078371620865 
 

 

 Athletic-look styling 

 Excellent eye coverage 

 Durable, lightweight frame design 

 Contoured temples fit comfortably and snugly 

Specifications  
Attribute Name  Value  

Brand  Virtua™  

Case Quantity  20  

Class  Economy  

Comfort Features  Lightweight, Wraparound lens

Eyewear Range  Economy  

Frame Color  Gray  

Frame Material  Plastic  

Frame Style/Type  Frameless  

Lens Coating  Anti-Scratch  

Lens Color  Gray  

Lens Marking  Z87+  

Product Series  Sport  

Product Type  Safety Glasses  

Standards/Approvals ANSI Z87.1-2015  

Temple Color  Gray  

UV Protection  99.9%  

 



Details  

 Athletic-look styling 

 Excellent eye coverage 

 Durable, lightweight frame design 

 Contoured temples fit comfortably and snugly 

 Polycarbonate lenses absorb 99.9% UVA and UVB 

Sleek, unisex Virtua Sport protective eyewear combines athletic-look styling, versatility and value with a high 

wraparound, anti-fog polycarbonate lens for excellent eye coverage and a comfortable fit. 

The Virtua Sport protective eyewear line merges a comfortable lightweight frame with outstanding unisex style, 

protection and affordability. Designed for indoor or outdoor use, its high wrap lens provides exceptional impact 

protection and an unobstructed view. Virtua Sport protective eyewear is a valuable choice for virtually any eye 

protection need. - I/O Gray anti-fog lens - Gray temple - Polycarbonate lens absorbs 99.9% UV - Meets the 

High Impact Requirements of ANSI Z87.1-2015 - 20 safety glasses per case 
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